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5WELCOME

THE HUMBLE AND THE GIANT
Last month at the national AIA conference on architecture, I had the
good fortune to see a short presentation by Francis Kéré, an architect
who was born in Burkina Faso and now practices in Germany. Kéré
has won many recent accolades—among other things, he’s designing
this year’s annual Serpentine Pavilion in London, and he’ll be
receiving the Arnold W. Brunner Memorial Prize in Architecture
from the American Society of Arts and Letters, an award given to a
preeminent architect from any country who has made a significant
contribution to architecture as art.  

As artful as his work is, I was most impressed by his first
project, which is a simple school building in Gando, the village where he was born. The
school is built from clay, a humble, local building material. Local residents initially rejected
his design on the grounds that clay is normally used as a building material only by the
poor. Kéré defended his proposal, however, and finally won them over when some of the
village elders stepped in and expressed support for his concept. Their intervention was
significant, because, as Kéré said so eloquently, “Old people are the libraries of my culture.
They carry the knowledge.”

        The idea that elders can be the libraries of a culture resonated with me, because
AIA|DC has just completed production work on short video biographies of two of the
greats of Washington-area architecture—Hugh Newell Jacobsen, FAIA, and Coke
Florance, FAIA. You can find links to the two videos on our blog at aiadc.com. These two
men have been leaders of the Washington-area architecture scene since the 1970s, and in
many ways helped pave the way for DC’s current boom of good architecture.
        Jacobsen and Florance are similar in certain respects—both are proponents of
modern architecture, and both chose to work in Washington, even though the city in the
1970s was architecturally very traditional. In putting their ideas into practice, however, the
two men chose different paths. Jacobsen is an auteur with a very recognizable personal
style, while Florance calls himself more an editor-in-chief for a team of 
talented individuals.
        In their own ways, however, they each have been very influential, not only because of
the building projects they were involved in, but also in terms of the many younger architects
they have guided, mentored, or otherwise influenced over the years. It’s particularly because
of this last point that our new video series is called Giants of Washington Architecture, in
reference to the quote by Isaac Newton: “If I see further, it is by standing on the shoulders
of giants.”
        So much of our city as we know it today, we owe to people who took risks, looked at
things in a new way, and made changes. In the future, those changes will be made by people
like Francis Kéré, who took a humble building material and, with the assistance of some
town elders, elevated it to help change a community.
        You will see this idea of looking at things in new ways, I hope, in this issue of 
ARCHITECTUREDC, which is our annual issue focused on residential architecture. The
pages that follow include a lot of beautiful work, but in addition to good aesthetics, 
I hope you’ll see ideas for doing things in new ways, with the aim of making our 
community better in some way.
        Thank you for supporting AIA|DC, local architects, and the idea that good architecture
can be a force for good. And as always, please feel free to send me a note if you have 
any comments.

Mary Fitch, AICP, Hon. AIA
Publisher
mfitch@aiadc.com

Welcome!
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Ronald O’Rourke (“Convertible
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ARCHITECTUREDC.  His father, Jack
O'Rourke, was an architect in San
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13DETAILSDC

DetailsDC
Alley Armor
by G. Martin Moeller, Jr., Assoc. AIA

DetailsDC
The owners of a DC row house renovated by KUBE Architecture
years ago called the same firm when they wanted to redo the 
outdoor deck over their detached garage, where they entertained
frequently. The existing deck was “literally falling apart,” said
Janet Bloomberg, AIA, and in the summer, it was as “hot as hell.”
The deck was also overlooked by a six-story apartment building
across the alley, which compromised privacy.
        KUBE conceived the new deck enclosure as a form of light
“armor,” which creates a sense of privacy while still admitting
filtered light. “It’s perched on the garage structure almost the way

a helmet would be perched on a head,” said Bloomberg. With a
mix of materials including COR-TEN weathering steel, perforated
aluminum panels, and wood slats and decking, the new deck is
simultaneously rustic and sleekly modern. 
        The spacing of the holes in the aluminum panels on the sides
of the enclosure was carefully calibrated to block views inward from
neighboring buildings while allowing hints of views outward. The
wood slats at the rear of the enclosure are angled so that occupants
of the deck can glimpse the alley below. An elegant stainless steel
roof ensures that the deck enclosure itself is attractive when
viewed from above. 
        JZ Structural Engineering consulted on the project, and Metal
Specialties fabricated the steel. The general contractor was 
Milloy Carpentry.

Views of the “Alley Armor” deck. All photos by Paul Burk © Paul Burk Photography
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DC architects are doing some of the 
most cutting-edge buildings in the city

Suzane Reatig, FAIA at her award-winning 
625 Rhode Island Avenue, NW Apartment Building in Shaw.
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Come build with us!
Join us for a week this summer!
Come build with us!

To register, please visit www.aiadc.com/event/dackids-summer-camp

Dates:
August 7–11, 2017

Ages:
8-12

Location: 
DAC, 421 7th St. NW, 
Washington, DC 20004

Time:
9:00 AM-12:00 PM

Cost:
$75 for children of
DAC/AIA members; 
$90 for children of 
non-members
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20 LESS IS MORE REWARDING

Less is More
Rewarding
Renovation Preserves 
Clients’ Thoughtful Austerity
by G. Martin Moeller, Jr., Assoc. AIA

Less is More
Rewarding

All photos © Julia Heine/McInturff Architects, except as noted

Courtesy of McInturff Architects

The renovated cabin, with the 
new entrance and stair tower at left.

The cabin before renovation.
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Design-oriented magazines, books, and television shows
typically treat minimalism as a matter of style—an 
arbitrary aesthetic defined by simplicity of form and a
near-total absence of decoration. Minimalism may also
refer, however, to a broader philosophy based on a
rejection of physical possessions as sources of meaning
and purpose in one’s life. For those who subscribe to
such a philosophy, minimalist design is much more than
an expression of personal taste—it is a framework for
calm, uncomplicated living.
        So it is for the NASA engineer and cello teacher who
live with their young child in this roughly 1,100-square-
foot house in rural Maryland. When they decided that
their modest, furniture-free cabin needed renovation,
they had no interest in adding significant space, let alone

couches or beds or most of the other trappings of modern
domestic life. They simply wanted the existing space to
work better for their family’s needs.
        “We’ve probably designed bathrooms bigger than
this,” said Mark McInturff, FAIA, only half-jokingly,
“but there’s a real place in my heart for small houses. I
was a sailor when I was a kid, and we always had little
boats. This house is designed like a little boat.” 
        Although most projects by his eponymous firm are
designed collaboratively, McInturff typically chooses one
or two a year on which he works single-handedly. When
the call about the Maryland cabin renovation came in, he
quickly decided it would be one of those solo endeavors.
        The existing house was, according to McInturff,
“chalet-like,” with dark board-and-batten siding and a

21LESS IS MORE REWARDING

Project: 21st-Century Cabin,
Highland, MD

Architects: McInturff Architects
Structural Engineers: Neubauer Consulting Engineers
Contractor: Timber Ridge Builders

View through the new bay window into the living area at left, with the kitchen beyond.
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steeply pitched roof plunging into broad eves, making
the structure look top-heavy. The main entrance was
located symmetrically under one end of the gable, and
opened abruptly into the living/dining room. The first
floor included an enclosed kitchen and one bedroom,
with a steep ladder leading to a small loft space above. 
A full-width deck projected from the rear of the house.
There was no fixed furniture—the couple and their 
child rolled up their beds each morning and stashed
them away.
        The starting point for McInturff’s modernization of
the exterior was the elimination of the ungainly roof
overhangs, yielding a tauter, more purely geometrical
form. A continuous “cloak” of black asphalt shingles now
covers both the roof and the longitudinal façades, further
enhancing the sense of sleekness. Contrasting with the
cloak of black shingles are white stucco elements that
poke out from the ends of the gabled structure. A bay
window, also framed in white, now projects from the
southeast façade, bringing much-needed light to the 
living space within.
        The most prominent new element is a cylindrical
stair tower, reminiscent of a silo, which is offset from 
the main body of the house by a glassy “hyphen.” This
represents the only substantial addition to the house—
both the architect and clients concluded it was justified
by the need to replace the steep ladder to the loft. The

spiral staircase is lit in the daytime by a skylight above.
On the second level, the glass connector extends to the
centerline of the tower, so that from either side it appears
as though a “bite” has been taken out of the cylinder.
This one simple design gesture adds significant interest
to the architectural composition, while allowing even
more daylight to reach the staircase and adjacent 
circulation spaces.
        Changes to the interior of the house included the
insertion of a modern, but still modest, kitchen—the
refrigerator, for instance, is a small under-counter model—
and the conversion of the former kitchen into a second
distinct bedroom. The term “distinct” is somewhat 
misleading, however, since one of the hallmarks of the
project is a deliberate indeterminateness in the disposition
of interior spaces. In the absence of fixed furniture that
would serve to define the functions of specific rooms, the
occupants use the various spaces flexibly. In that spirit,
McInturff conceived the interior as a network of over-
lapping volumes. At night, pocket doors can close off the
sleeping areas for privacy, but by day these doors slide
out of the way, blurring the boundaries between spaces.
        Details and workmanship obviously assume even
greater importance in minimalist projects. As one would
expect, the clients wanted to keep things simple, and
McInturff obliged. “The house is fairly free of tech-y
details,” he noted. “Even the spiral stair is more or less

22 LESS IS MORE REWARDING

View from the kitchen toward the main living area. The house contains no fixed furniture.
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23LESS IS MORE REWARDING

Views toward the sleeping areas and bathroom, showing the doors open (above) and closed (below). The small, portable table at lower left is used for eating.
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off-the-shelf. Fortunately, I didn’t have to make exhaustive
working drawings in this case because I have a history of
working with this carpenter—my favorite living carpenter.”
        As they did before the renovation, the occupants
heat the house in the winter with a wood stove. They
somewhat reluctantly agreed to add central heat and 
air-conditioning to make the property more attractive to
buyers, should they ever decide to sell it. Even so, as they
said to the architect regarding the mechanical heating
and cooling, “We’ll never use it.”
        McInturff dubbed the project the “21st-Century
Cabin,” a name that might seem ironic given its modesty.
He explained that the name is a play on the fact that the
male client is a NASA engineer, but it is also a nod to
changing public attitudes about domestic life. “Many
people believe we should be living in smaller houses,” 
he said. “Around the world, plenty of people live happily
with no more than this.”

24 LESS IS MORE REWARDING

Interior view toward 
the new spiral staircase.

Exterior view of the new stair tower.
Oblique view of the renovated cabin.

Photo © Mark McInturff
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phone: 301.990.1901
www.thedeckawningcompany.com
www.corradiusa.com

7845-F Airpark Road, 
Gaithersburg, MD  20879

Restaurant Awnings 

Taylor Made Solutions 
for Your Outdoor Space.

The Only Retractable Awning 
That Solves The Sun, Wind 

and Rain Problem.
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 Gibson Island is a private community just off the western shore of
the Chesapeake Bay, between Annapolis and Baltimore. Initially
developed in the 1920s by Baltimore judge and businessman Stuart
Symington as a summer playground for the well-heeled, the
enclave soon earned a reputation as “the Newport of the South.”
Olmsted Brothers, the prominent landscape architecture firm run
by Frederick Law Olmsted’s sons, devised the original layout of
streets and lots, and the island’s earliest houses included several
designed by some of the foremost American residential architects
of the era. 
        Houses built on the island over the ensuing decades generally
hewed to the traditional styles of their predecessors. One exception
is a house built in 1962 for an executive with the Bethlehem Steel

Corporation. Occupying a wooded, inland lot at the island’s highest
point, it was designed by the late German-American architect Ulrich
Franzen. Franzen, who worked for I.M. Pei before establishing his
own firm, was best known for his Alley Theatre in Houston, a
blocky concrete structure completed in 1968, and other brawny
commercial and institutional buildings. The Gibson Island house 
is one of several comparatively warm and even delicate residential
projects that belie Franzen’s reputation as a Brutalist. 
        The house is conceptually quite simple. It is defined by a thin,
flat roof supported by just eight columns made of purposefully
weathering steel (provided by the original client’s own company,
of course). Thanks to this robust frame, the house is free of load-
bearing exterior or interior walls. Franzen exploited that opportunity

28 CONFIDENTLY DEFERENTIAL

Confidently
Deferential
Improving on the Work 
of a Modern Master
by G. Martin Moeller, Jr., Assoc. AIA

Confidently
Deferential

The renovated Gibson Island house, with front entrance at middle right.
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to create a continuous band of glass running along the entire
perimeter below the roof. At the front of the house, which appears
on approach to be a single story, the glass forms a relatively narrow
strip over a stone wall whose varied color and irregular texture
contrast with the machined refinement of the steel canopy. The
partial-height stone wall continues roughly halfway along each
side façade before dropping away as the site slopes, revealing a
daylight basement and allowing floor-to-ceiling windows to wrap
the rear of the main level. Unexpectedly, the partial-height stone
walls and high glass bands appear on the interior of the house,
too, defining a zone along the front of the main level that contains
distinct rooms such as the kitchen, bathrooms, and bedrooms,
while the principal living and dining areas occupy a single open

space to the rear. The interiors of the main level are united by a
continuous mahogany ceiling. 
        Successive owners made numerous modifications to the
house, many of them unsympathetic to the original design. By the
time the current owners bought it a couple of years ago, the basic
structure was still in very good condition, but the interiors were
out of date and rather shabby in some areas. An elevator had been
added in the main stairwell, blocking light and interrupting the
sense of openness that characterized much of the house. An indoor
pool lent an institutional feel to the lower level and left that space
all but unusable for any other purpose.
        “This was a modern jewel that had been ignored and 
misunderstood,” said Jim Rill, AIA, whose firm, Rill Architects,

29CONFIDENTLY DEFERENTIAL

Project: Renovation of Ulrich Franzen House,
Gibson Island, MD

Architects: Rill Architects
Landscape Architects: Rivendell Landscaping
Kitchen Design Consultants: Snaidero DC Metro
Contractor: Horizon HouseWorks

Foyer and main staircase. An elevator that had filled 
part of the stairwell was removed in the renovation.

Master bedroom, with study in the left background.

Renovated kitchen.

Kitchen before renovation.

All photos © Eric Taylor, except as noted

Courtesy of Rill Architects
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was hired to renovate the house. “When we first drove up to it, we
immediately understood this to be a unique piece of architectural
history. What we did was brought it back to life.”
        The renovation entailed relatively few major changes. These
included the removal of the elevator, the filling in of the indoor
pool, and a complete revamp of the kitchen. While such alterations
obviously had a profound impact on the character of the house,
the quality of the renovation is perhaps most evident in the many
subtler changes that the architects made. The bathrooms, for
instance, were a bit too small to meet contemporary standards, so
the architects shifted some interior walls slightly—as little as six
inches or so—in order to create some breathing room. Given the
importance and visibility of the connection between the continuous
glass transoms and the mahogany ceiling, moving a wall mere
inches was no easier than moving it several feet. The architects
worked closely with window and glass suppliers to re-create the
thin frames that were original to the house while carefully patching
the previous locations of the walls. The incorporation of modern
vents for the kitchen and bathrooms required similar finesse.
        Other modest but significant changes included reorienting the
master bedroom, which previously received light only from the
high band of windows. The architects removed a built-in cabinet
between the bedroom and the living area to create a large new
opening that can be closed off with barn-type doors. The bedroom
now feels much brighter and more spacious, even when the doors
are pulled to.
        A previous owner had added hanging partitions to create 
subspaces within the large living/dining area. Rill felt that they

30 CONFIDENTLY DEFERENTIAL

Dining area with kitchen in the right background.

View from the main living area toward the dining area.

Main living area.

Guest room and office on the lower level, in a portion of the space 
formerly occupied by the indoor swimming pool.

Main living area 
before renovation.

Courtesy of Rill Architects
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clashed with the basic character of the house and had them
removed. Zones within that space are now defined more subtly
with thoughtfully selected furniture pieces, including a television
on a 360-degree swivel mount that separates the study from the
main living area.
        Downstairs, the former indoor pool area now accommodates
a family room and an office/guestroom with access to its own
semi-private patio off to one side of the house.
        Rill credits one of the owners, an interior designer, for her
important role in the selection of furniture, lighting, and materials.
“She does not do it for a living,” he explained, “but she is very 
talented. We acted as a sounding board for her ideas throughout
the process.”
        The architects restored the house’s largely intact exterior while
adding a rear terrace with a new outdoor pool, thus enhancing the
connection between indoors and outdoors. Rill believes that that
connection is the essence of Franzen’s original concept. “The steel
columns are like the trunks of the trees that make up most of the
site,” Rill said, “but they also allow for a lot of glass, of course.
From inside the house you feel like you are really a part of the
landscape. If it’s a misty day, you feel like you’re out in the rain,
but without getting wet. It’s wonderful.” 

32 CONFIDENTLY DEFERENTIAL

Rear of the Gibson Island house with new terrace and outdoor pool. The living 
and dining spaces on the main level are surrounded by floor-to-ceiling glass.
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“More than anything,” said architect Alan Dynerman, FAIA, of
his weekend house sited at the widening of the Severn River known
as Little Round Bay, “we wanted this house to be comfortable.” In
Dynerman’s view, an informal, comfortable house both allows and
promotes good conversation. Appropriately enough, this came out
during a pleasantly rambling interview at the house, in which
probably less than half of the discussion was about the project itself. 
         Dynerman did, however, offer numerous insights into 
the concepts behind the house he designed for himself and his
wife, Nancy.

        On the configuration of the house: “It’s a very simple plan; it’s
a box and a box and a box.” He was referring to the fact that, seen
from the street, the house appears as three cedar-clad “boxes” 
separated by two narrow slots, one containing a strip of glass and
the other the front entrance. As the land slopes away, a painted
stucco wall emerges as a base for a horizontal box containing the
main living/dining/kitchen space on the upper level, and a family
room and guest bedrooms on the lower level. On the opposite side of
the house is a vertical box that contains the master bedroom on the
upper level, an office/library below, and a laundry room and

36 A HOUSE OF ONE’S OWN

A House of 
One’s Own
Architect Designs a Weekend Retreat
for Himself and His Wife
by Steven K. Dickens, AIA, LEED AP

A House of
One’s Own

The House on Little Round Bay, 
as seen from the street.
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workshop in the basement. Between these two volumes is the final
box, a tall, slender stair tower, which provides access to all three 
levels plus a roof deck with 360-degree views (and, equally important,
a place for a kitchen garden that gets good sunlight and is inaccessible
to local deer).
        The plan is basically two rooms deep, with supporting spaces
(stair, bathroom, kitchen, storage room, mechanical room) at the
street side, and primary spaces (bedrooms, living room, dining room,
offices, decks) on the water side. The arrangement is a simple but
effective marriage of site and program: all of the major spaces have

substantial glass facing the water view, while the secondary spaces
have more limited windows looking toward the street. 
        On the houses’s exterior organization: “The house reflects
how we live and our circle of life,” said Dynerman. “It’s not what
a lot of people think architects do; it’s designed for pleasant, informal
living. Too often, people—and most importantly clients—think
architects design for their website. Not true. Most architects design
for their clients.” 
        Although the house certainly stands out because of its bold,
abstract composition, it is similar in scale to most of the others on

Project: House on Little Round Bay,
Crownsville, MD

Architects/Interior Designers: Dynerman Architects
Structural Engineers: Structura
Contractor: Owner

All photos by Paul Burk © Paul Burk Photography
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The cedar-clad street façade.
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the street. The lack of large windows in front hints at the preemi-
nence of the view to the rear, but this isn’t an example of a house
turning its back on the street and its neighbors. Individual glass
blocks are scattered across the walls, an abstract ornamentation
honoring the street, glinting in the light, and providing hints of
movement within.  The effect is a friendly welcome, especially 
at night when they glow like candles.   
        On the program of the house: “The narrative that mattered
the most,” said Dynerman, “is that we host a big New Year’s Eve
party and sleepover each year.” This involves two couples, each
with children, who come from afar (New Mexico and Paris). The
children bring a joyful mess that Dynerman sought to contain. The
lower level was designed for this in particular, with the family
room space becoming the toy-strewn playroom. “It’s complete
chaos down there at New Year’s Eve,” said Dynerman of the lower
level, “and I love it all because I don’t have to see it.”  It also
works, of course, for visits of the Dynermans’ friends and adult
children, although with less need for containment of messes.
        But the house couldn’t feel empty during those times when
just the Dynermans are in residence, which is the majority of the
time. The main living spaces are open and informal. They and the
master suite are graciously sized but by no means extravagant.

This is a modest house—nothing like the thousands-of-square-feet
extravaganzas that increasingly dominate the Chesapeake and
other waterfront locations.  
        On the reactions of neighbors and friends to the house: “The
biggest compliment to me is how many people say how comfortable
the house is.” The site previously had an aging tract house on it,
from a stock floor plan that was a remarkably bad choice for the
site, considering that most windows looked away from the water
view. “The best views were from the utility room!” marveled
Dynerman. As part of the larger effort to clean up the Chesapeake
Bay, the state of Maryland has very strict limits on waterfront
development. “Replacing or renovating an existing structure is almost
a necessity,” noted Dynerman, if one wishes to avoid literally years
of permit reviews. 
         The house is near the end of a dead-end street, on which only the
last three houses are waterfront structures. The rest are middle-class
suburban/exurban houses of average character scattered on fairly
ordinary, if pleasantly wooded and generously sized, lots. The
Dynermans’ house is different—one of the new neighbors interpreted
the glass blocks as an indication that it’s a church, and then was
surprised to meet the owners, gardening like regular people—but
it has become part of the community. 
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View from the dining area toward the main living area.
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       On clients in general, and how that relationship applied to
this circumstance: “I’m a great believer in buying into the client’s
agenda. I would never do something that the client didn’t want,
something solely for my ego,” said Dynerman. But what if the
house is one’s own? “I tried to think of Nancy and me in the
abstract, as if we were an outside client.” This abstraction led to
the simple determination that his “clients” were basically “empty
nesters who entertain a lot, but informally.” This spoke to gracious
but not lavish spaces in a simple layout. The material palette lends
a “kind of rustic, cabin quality” to the house. Posters and works of
favored artists are displayed without pomp, and the furnishings
are modest in price. Pulling the living room roof away at both
ends and putting a skylight over the entire kitchen lends a tent-like
quality to the central gathering space.
        On life and architecture: “There’s always a dance between
how people live, and how they aspire to live. The successful
architect captures both, seeing possibilities, opportunities that
the client never imagined.” The view of the wooded bluff down
to Little Round Bay, then St. Helena Island, then Round Bay and
the eastern side of the Severn beyond, has both calming and
stimulating effects, like the house itself.  Having such easy access
to his sailboat has been wonderful, “almost life-changing,” said
Dynerman. The house has more than fulfilled his aspirations for
a casually stylish place accommodating either calm retreat or
bustling gatherings. Sitting in the beautifully daylit living room,
glancing over the layered view of water and trees, digressions
came naturally. And what is a great weekend house, if not a 
scenic detour from one’s main life?  
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Kitchen.

View from the roof deck.

Home office.
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Living and dining areas.
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Try Angles
Bold Geometries 
Enliven a Once-Drab 
Maryland House
by G. Martin Moeller, Jr., Assoc. AIA

Try Angles

The renovated and enlarged house in
Kensington, Maryland, with new front porch.

The front of the house 
before renovation.

All photos © Anice Hoachlander/Hoachlander Davis Photography, except as noted

Courtesy of Balodemas Architects
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“It was kind of like an apartment with a yard around
it.” That was how Lou Balodemas, AIA, described the
unassuming house in Kensington, Maryland, that his
firm, Balodemas Architects, was hired to renovate.
Measuring 1,860 square feet with no basement, the
house was by no means tiny, but it somehow looked
much smaller than it was. It was also decidedly short
on curb appeal, with squat proportions, an awkward
mix of brick and white siding, and a front door uncere-
moniously shoved to one corner, framed by the crudest
suggestion of a porch. Meanwhile, the interior was
chopped up into a warren of little rooms.
        The clients were a young couple who had bought
the house when they decided to move out of the city
with their young daughter. They managed to look past
its shortcomings and see potential in its relatively large
lot, southerly exposure, and single-story layout. Their
goals for the renovation included enlarging the living
space, bringing in more natural light, and adding a
“welcoming” front porch. They also had an affinity for
mid-20th-century modernist furnishings, which

Balodemas and project manager Veena Shahsavarian
worked to integrate into the renovation design.
        “Like on any job,” said Balodemas, “we started with
the plan.” The lot is somewhat oddly shaped, narrowing
from front to back, and zoning codes dictated minimum
setbacks from property lines that limited the area available
for new construction. The solution was a wedge-shaped
addition on the east side of the house (the right side as
viewed from the street), allowing for a more generous
entry area, larger living room, and repositioned master
bedroom, which in turn made space for a half-bath and
laundry closet at the center of the house. 
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Project: Kensington House,
Kensington, MD

Architects: Balodemas Architects
Structural Engineers: 1200 Architectural Engineers
Landscape Designers: Gardening & Gentle Redesign
Contractor: Spectrum

Living area.

New entry foyer.
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        As the architects were perfecting the plan, they
were also exploring ideas for the front façade, incorpo-
rating a gracious porch and, initially, a carport—an 
idea that was later abandoned. The clients wanted “a
distinctive profile and a mix of materials and textures”
to enliven the exterior. “We did a lot of sketches,”
recalled Balodemas, “but soon latched onto the idea of
a butterfly roof,” or inverted gable, over the new porch.
Taking a cue from the exuberant architectural forms
that were popular in the 1950s and ’60s, the roof design
makes the house seem both taller and wider. Angled
struts supporting the corners of the roof add to the
jaunty aesthetic. Thanks to the addition on the right
side of the house, coupled with a slight move of the
front door to the left, the entry now occupies a more
balanced position within the front façade.
        Balodemas had been interested in using metal 
siding on a project for some time, but had not found
willing clients until this one. The vertical steel strips, 
in cross-section, have the same “V” shape as that of 
the butterfly roof—something no one is likely to notice,
admittedly, but the sort of thing that might well contribute
to a subconscious sense of compositional cohesion. The
strips alternate between five-inch and seven-inch widths,

thus creating a lively pattern of light and shadow on a
sunny day. Around the entry area, the silvery vertical
panels are complemented by warm, horizontal cedar
siding. An area of brick remaining from the original
façade is now painted gray, as is the new brick column
that supports the center of the butterfly roof.
        The angle in plan generated by the zoning restrictions
proved to be a boon to the interior, adding interest to
the main living and dining space, which is augmented
by a sloping ceiling that also allows for generous 
windows. As with the butterfly roof over the porch,
these angles recall popular motifs in post-World War II
residential architecture, and provide an appropriate 
setting for the clients’ mid-20th-century furnishings.
Some of those furnishings were purchased after the
renovation was already under way—the architects, 
ever flexible, responded as necessary to adjust 
dimensions and details in order to accommodate 
these last-minute additions. 
        Even though both the homeowners and the 
architects were eager to open up the living spaces,
Balodemas was surprised when the clients asked him
to remove the large masonry fireplace that originally
separated the kitchen from the living/dining area. “I
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Master bedroom.
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Kitchen and dining area.
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actually argued to keep it,” said Balodemas, “since 
fireplaces traditionally add value to a house, but they
kept insisting they didn’t want it and wouldn’t use it.”
While only time will tell how the lack of a fireplace will
affect resale value, meanwhile, there is no doubt that its
removal did indeed allow for much brighter, airier
kitchen, dining, and living spaces.
        The renovation was planned to allow for the addition
of a larger master bedroom suite at the rear at some
point in the future. For now, a free-form stone patio
occupies a portion of the back yard. To the front, a rain
garden helps to capture water running off the butterfly
roof, thus reducing the burden on the storm sewers,
and helping to make the house a good neighbor not
only aesthetically, but environmentally, too.

Rear façade and patio.

Front yard with rain garden.
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The role of the architect can vary considerably from project to 
project. For most custom residential projects that win awards and
are published in venues like ARCHITECTUREDC, the architect is
usually the primary design actor, sometimes creating what the
Germans called a Gesamtkunstwerk—a complete, unified work of
art, architecture, interior design, and landscape. Clients have their
magazine clippings and Pinterest pages, and of course are consulted
every step of the way, but the architect is the lead creator and
selector. At the other end of the spectrum of services, sometimes
the architect acts as a sort of creative director, coordinating the

efforts of specialty consultants such as interior decorators,
kitchen designers, and lighting designers. 
        For the renovation of this spacious circa-1890 Logan Circle
row house, architect Kendall Dorman, principal of Wiebenson &
Dorman Architects PC, served as a trusted advisor during a multi-
year, ongoing process. In 2009, a DC couple, having completed a
13-year renovation of a Tenleytown house, decided to return to
more urban living. They first engaged architect Dorman to help
“test-fit” houses, then, following the purchase, to guide them
through the design and construction process. Decisions often 
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The House of the
Four Bell(e)s
Rejoins Society
Eclectic Blend of Old and New
Rejuvenates a Logan Circle Dowager
by Steven K. Dickens, AIA, LEED AP

The House of the
Four Bell(e)s
Rejoins Society

Renovated staircase, with row of small windows
opening into the second floor office.

All photos © Jesse Gerard/Hoachlander 
Davis Photography, except as noted
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followed months or years of evaluations and musings between the
architect and his clients. At one point, Dorman produced three 
different renovation plans, each emphasizing a different functional
aspect. The problem was an overabundance of good options,
explained the husband of the client couple, and the different plans
helped crystallize priorities.
        The house, on Rhode Island Avenue, one of the spoke streets
coming off of Logan Circle, was designed by the estimable Glenn
Brown, FAIA, founder of the DC Chapter of the American Institute
of Architects. The historical record suggests that Brown’s client,
John Ewans, may have died before the house was completed, and
his widow and daughters lived there for only a few years. Starting
in 1894 and lasting over 50 years, two generations of the prominent
Trimble family made it their home. Their parties, including at least
one “cotillion,” were fixtures of the society pages. At some point,
probably in the 1940s, the Trimble heirs started renting out the
house—or rooms in it—and it was eventually sold to a succession
of owners. Unlike the solid majority of once-grand houses in the
area, however, not only was it never abandoned, but it was never

converted to apartments, and the basic layout saw little change.
Research suggests that in the 1960s one of the occupants ran a
community dentist’s office out of some of the rooms. It is speculated
that this spared the house during the 1968 riots, during which many
row houses on the block were burned or looted. In the 1970s, when
abandoned row houses on the block when for $30,000 to $50,000
each in government tax sales, a preservation-minded owner did
substantial stabilization work, but serious modernization did not
happen until the 21st century.
        Dorman’s clients regularly host dinners with up to 30 guests,
so, in addition to more general analysis, Dorman specifically
explored the dining capacity of different houses. None, of course,
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Project: House of Four Bells,
Washington, DC

Architects: Wiebenson & Dorman Architects PC
Structural Engineers: JGK Structural Engineers
Landscape Architects: DC Gardens
Contractor: JV Improvements

View from the main living room into the entry hall, with long bench that can serve as supplemental seating for large dinner parties.

Detail view of the exterior ornament over the
main entry. Note the four hand-held bells
believed to be a tribute to the four women in
the family that built the house.

Courtesy of Wiebenson 
& Dorman Architects PC
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came ready-made for such large dinners, so the design question
was how easily and elegantly modifications could fulfill the goal.
The clients weren’t in any hurry, but when the Rhode Island
Avenue house came up for sale, “we fell for it completely,” said
the husband. “It had the right character. We immediately felt it
was the right fit for us.” Dorman verified their instincts on many
levels, not least of which was noting how the entrance hall, running
by the living room, was wide enough to serve as a supplemental
dining space. A long permanent bench in the hall, plus a banquette
in the main dining room, can comfortably seat a total of thirty for
seders and other occasional large dinners. But the rest of the time, it
doesn’t seem empty: the entry hall bench looks like a display shelf.
        The house had survived through the ups and downs of the
neighborhood with most of its detail intact. The exterior’s masonry
ornamentation, including a unique rendering of four women’s
hands holding bells, stands out, even on one of the best preserved
Victorian blocks in the city. (The bell motif is thought to be Glenn
Brown’s tribute to the four Ewans women—a lovely example of
architecture extending memory.) Inside, the heart pine floors,
embossed plaster and wallpaper, and elaborate wood ornamentation
were in fairly good shape. The immediate previous owners had
done upgrades to mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems. The
new owners lived in the house for two years, engaging themselves
and Dorman in a slow-motion design exercise, from which gradually
gelled the vision for renovations.  

         In an architectural project, “you want an overriding theme,” said
Dorman, “but here there were already so many existing elements,”
referring to the generally charming mishmash characteristic of the
Victorian era and subsequent alterations. Design decisions came
slowly, element by element: “Is it genuinely historic? Does it lend
character to the house and space? Do we like it? Do we like what it
does to the house and space?” were among the questions asked.
“In the end,” said Dorman, “we kept most everything pre-existing,
but we did straighten out a lot of little things.”  
        The new things that emerged tie into the original, but in 
compositional rather than stylistic ways. They have their own voice,
and overlay a new personality on the house’s original character.
For example, a wall was removed between the kitchen and dining
room, creating one large space. Rather than unify the ceiling, how-
ever, in the area over the dining table (which had formerly been a
narrow kitchen) Dorman created a series of “beams” dropped below
the ceiling, subtly angled to match the adjacent bay window.
Uplights in the beam elements provide soft, indirect illumination
for the dining table and upholstered banquette.
         The angle reappears in the rear yard as a dramatic green-painted
steel “gateway.” This element was structurally necessary for a new
third-floor balcony because the adjacent brick wall is not a party wall
(that is, not legally available for both sides to use). The balcony
needed support; the yard, Dorman and his clients decided, needed
a focal element and a frame. There is also another long bench—this
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Kitchen.

Kitchen before renovation.

Courtesy of Wiebenson & Dorman Architects PC
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Main dining area, with partial beams angled 
to match the angle of the rear bay window.
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Third floor office, with the upper landing of the stair hall in the left background.

Master bathroom.
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time of steel—which can substitute for the entry hall bench in
nice weather.
        Years of living in a house under renovation would be too
much for most people, but these owners had done so for several
previous residences, and this time, they hired a general contractor
instead of doing the work themselves. One advantage of the
lengthy timeline, noted Dorman, is that they could keep an eye 
for sales on selected and desired fixtures and fittings. This saved
considerable money.
         Over time, a modus operandi emerged. Dorman proposed various
plan refinements. The husband would pick candidates for the 
finishes and fittings; the wife would cull these down. The remaining
choices were reviewed by Dorman, whose role, often, was to
“reign in” the husband’s ideas, he says, which might include
things like entirely different ceiling fans for each rooms. “It was
very collaborative,” said Dorman, “and very fun. The fun part of
design is all the what-ifs and options, and [this client] always
produced lots of things for consideration.” 
        Most of the house’s historical character remains, from the
frilly Victoriana that witnessed the Trimbles’ society parties to an
area of blackened wood flooring, believed to be the char remaining
from a fire set during the 1968 riots. New elements include four
windows added between the stair hall and an inboard office, the
green steel frame in the rear yard, and the sleek cabinetry (much of
it from IKEA). The roof required almost complete reconstruction;
the decision was made to pull third floor ceilings up to the roof
height, leaving former joist pockets exposed in the unfinished brick
walls. Replacement of the roof allowed the addition of multiple
skylights, with new sculpted ceilings, including a scalloped form
reminiscent of the shiplap wood details.  
        The result of this is a calmly eclectic house, brimming with the
personalities of current owners and past residents. One delightful
detail combines old and new: paneled pocket doors, previously
separating the kitchen and stair hall, were re-employed as surface-
mounted sliding doors (or “barn doors”) at the inboard office.
The doors and their original wheel guides were restored and 
set into a new track that Dorman designed. It’s a practical and
straightforward reuse of a historic element, in which formerly
hidden inner working are exposed and celebrated. 
        Like Glenn Brown’s ornamental homage to the Ewans
women, Dorman’s thoughtful and creative weaving of old 
and new throughout the project is ultimately more than just an
aesthetic endeavor: it tells a story about the people who make
this their home. 
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Second floor office, with repurposed sliding doors 
in a new track making the machinery visible.

Steel frame in the rear yard supporting 
a new upper-level deck. 
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The stretch of Connecticut Avenue, NW, from Florida
Avenue to the District/Maryland line is renowned as the site
of one of the country’s greatest processions of apartment
buildings. Designed in a wide range of styles, they reflect
changing tastes, employ diverse building technologies,
and exhibit varied relationships to the street and their
sites, yet most of them share a certain air of graciousness

that continues to attract residents. A number of them 
figured prominently in James Goode’s popular survey 
of grand DC apartment buildings, Best Addresses.
        Until recently, there was one conspicuously vacant
large site along the avenue not far from the Maryland
line. Decades ago, developer Calvin Cafritz had bought a
row of houses on the 5300 block of Connecticut and tore
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Geometry and
Geography
Slick Modern Building Joins
Connecticut Avenue’s Apartment
House Parade by Mary Jane Bolle

Geometry and
Geography

Main façade of 5333 Connecticut Avenue, NW.
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them down, expecting to build a single larger building
there. Cafritz began to prepare for a Planned Unit
Development—a zoning process intended to encourage
higher-quality projects by allowing some flexibility in
height and density regulations. Those initial plans did
not proceed, and the site sat empty until a few years ago,
when the Cafritz organization hired Eric Colbert &
Associates to design a matter-of-right project—one
requiring no zoning variances—for the same site.
        “Connecticut Avenue is like an architectural history
book,” said Eric Colbert, AIA. “[It’s] a chronological
record of evolving styles over the last 100 years. Our
attitude was: ‘What can we add that is a statement of the
next style you can experience as you head out from DC?’”
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Project: 5333 Connecticut Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC

Architects: Eric Colbert & Associates, PC
Canopy Design Architects: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
Interior Designer (Public Spaces): Jo Fleming
Landscape Architects: Parker Rodriguez; Arentz Landscape Architects
Lighting Designers: MCLA
Structural Engineers: Structura
MEP Engineers: Summit Engineering
Civil Engineers: VIKA Capitol
Building Enclosure Consultants: SGH
Contractor: Grunley Construction Company

Night view of the entry court.

Photo © Maxwell MacKenzie Architectural Photographer Photo © Maxwell MacKenzie Architectural Photographer
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View from the corner of Connecticut Avenue 
and Military Road.

Photo © Maxwell MacKenzie Architectural Photographer
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Photo © Greg Hadley

Photo © Maxwell MacKenzie Architectural Photographer

Interior of an apartment unit.

Lounge area off the main lobby.
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        Working with a project team including Jean-Baptiste
Lallement, Christena McCabe, and Uli Dietz, Colbert
created a distinctly 21st-century building that recalls
many aspects of the avenue’s historic landmarks. The
new project, known simply by its address, 5333
Connecticut Avenue, is a bright essay in glass and white
metal. This is no mere plain glass box, however—the
façades are highly varied. The street-facing façades are
composed of layered grids, with projecting bays and 
horizontal bands that cast shadows, thus lending depth
and interest to the building. The façades lining the rear
courtyard, by contrast, are more solid, but still animated
by an irregular pattern of windows and balconies. 
        While the building is utterly fresh in its architectural
expression, its plan and massing draw heavily from earlier
precedents. It is essentially H-shaped in plan, creating not
only a rear courtyard (which serves as a buffer between
the building and neighboring single-family houses on the
side streets), but also a front entry court much like those
of earlier buildings along the avenue. A sleek glass
canopy reaches out from the front door to meet a staple
of elegant neoclassical and Art Deco apartment buildings:
the circular driveway.

        In one respect, the plan harks back even further—to
the French hôtels particuliers, or grand townhouses of the
neoclassical period, which often toyed with perceptions
of symmetry on irregularly shaped sites. In the case of
5333 Connecticut, the H-shaped plan was adapted to
respond to the unique geometry of the lot. The footprint
of the building generally adheres to DC’s basic north-
south/east-west street grid, while the front face of the
northern wing parallels the diagonal of Connecticut Avenue.
To compensate for this asymmetry, white, wrap-around
“picture frames” reach across multiple faces and floors of
the building to rebalance the proportions, while adding a
geometrical flourish to the principal façades.
        More subtly, the architects also inserted a comple-
mentary diagonal line slicing through the center of the
building. The line enters the building out front, via the
north wing’s inside wall, passes through the lobby in the
form of floor openings to the lower lobby, and continues
across the back courtyard as a water channel. This diagonal
serves to unite the interior and exterior public spaces of
the building, while introducing a dynamic element that
creates a sense of event in those spaces. Spanning the
crossbar of the H-shaped plan is a tall bank of windows
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Photo © Jeffrey SauersView of the rear courtyard from above. Note the diagonal lines cutting across the space.
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Photo © Maxwell MacKenzie Architectural Photographer

Military Road façade.
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facing Connecticut Avenue and lining single-loaded
corridors serving rear-facing apartments on all levels. The
quasi-public nature of these circulation spaces is evident
at night, when they are lit from within by miniature
downlights, creating what the architects describe as a
“marquee-like effect when seen from the street.” 
        Virtually all of the outward-facing apartments in the
building enjoy floor-to-ceiling glass, opening up vast views
for residents, especially where corner wall-windows
meet. Of course, the sightlines go both ways. As a result,
some residents intentionally or unintentionally “stage”
their windows. A passerby glancing upward from the
sidewalk might glimpse a set of drums in one, exercise
equipment in another, and a bicycle leaning up against
the glass in a third.
        From the beginning, views of nature were clearly
part of the motivation when the client announced one
day, “When I walk into the building, I want a park-like
experience!”  Accordingly, the architects designed the
back two-story wall of the lobby as a glass plane over-
looking the courtyard. The courtyard itself was designed
by McCabe as “a kind of two-dimensional representation
of the angles of the building.” It included a mix of hard-
scape and lawn, plus shallow pools, outdoor patios, and
living rooms. The architects also designed pure and
peaceful silence into the mix. They did this by locating
the wings of the building where they would block street
noise. Except for sounds from the bubbling spillways of
the water channel, plus locusts, crickets, tree frogs, and
birds, the courtyard is amazingly silent.
        The courtyard, which rests atop a portion of the
building’s garage, is one of two green outdoor roof
spaces. The other, on top of the building, includes,
besides gas grills and bistro tables, an infinity-edge
swimming pool, a dog park, and plenty of sky. Views
from the roof include an ocean of treetops, along with a
glimpse of the Washington Monument in the distance.
        Many other amenities are provided throughout the
building to accommodate sizable gatherings and promote
mingling and interactions among residents. These include,
in the light-filled lower lobby, a business center and
group seating area; a gracious, open, model home-type
space for public entertaining; and a large, mirrored,
fully-equipped exercise center and separate yoga room,
complete with instructors.
        Yet perhaps the most powerful design element 
nurturing residents is the building’s glassy skin. For a
resident named Natasha, it was the view of Rock Creek
Park from her seventh-floor apartment and the nine-foot-
high, wall-to-wall windows that “stole my heart. You
wake up in the morning and you see the sunrise, or you
see the colors of the sky at night, and you don’t even
want the TV on.” 
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Pergola in the rear courtyard.

View of rear courtyard, showing the 
irregular pattern of windows and balconies.

Photo © Maxwell MacKenzie Architectural Photographer

Photo © Maxwell MacKenzie Architectural Photographer
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Entry façade of the John and 
Jill Ker Conway Residence.
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Situated amid the development bonanza happening seemingly in
every inch of the NoMa neighborhood, the John and Jill Ker
Conway Residence dramatically stands out on North Capitol Street
with its alternating, jagged projecting forms abutting a historic
church. The 14-story project has 124 units, including 77 units of
permanent supportive housing—60 of which are for formerly
homeless veterans—plus 47 units for affordable housing tenants.
The project was designed by Suman Sorg, FAIA, design leader
and senior principal at DLR Group | Sorg | Westlake Reed
Leskosky. It is named in honor of Jill Ker Conway, a former presi-
dent of Smith College who founded the non-profit housing devel-
oper Community Solutions, and her late husband.
        “[The architects] had a clear vision that matched what the
development team wanted to accomplish,” said Chapman Todd, lead
project manager with Community Solutions, which collaborated
with for-profit developer McCormack Baron Salazar on the project.
The building opened—after years of bureaucratic wrangling—to
great fanfare and media attention. The payoff is tremendous, with

management offices, a lounge, fitness center, conference space, and
ground floor retail, all integrated with on-site support services to
address the social, medical, and emotional needs of residents. 
        “[A]s we considered our approach, we had to find economic
efficiencies in every part of the design,” said Sorg. Extensive research
was also conducted into design strategies that would best accommo-
date the residents, and solutions range from the fundamental to the
more detailed and technological. Sorg continued, “Creating a healthy
and inspiring environment is at the crux of the design and is critical
for the environmental sensitivities of residents transitioning out of
homelessness and back into society.”
        The design team took aim at the fundamental challenge of this
project: the unique nature of the primary users. Veteran homeless
populations have higher incidences of physical and psychological
disability, including traumatic brain injury and post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), which an inhospitable physical environment 
can exacerbate. 
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Pushing the 
(Building) Envelope
Affordable Housing 
for Veterans Defies 
Institutional Stereotype
by Scott Frank

Pushing the 
(Building) Envelope

Project: John and Jill Ker Conway Residence,
1005 North Capitol Street, NE, Washington, DC

Architects: DLR Group | Sorg | Westlake Reed Leskosky
Structural Engineers: SK&A Structural Engineers
MEP Engineers: Allen & Shariff
Civil Engineers/Landscape Architects: Christopher Consultants
Development Consultant: Chapman Todd
Contractor: GCS-SIGAL

     nd 
   

The building in context along 
North Capitol Street.

All photos © Robert Benson Photography
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Oblique view of the 
North Capitol Street façade.
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        Special attention was paid to ensure all of the paint colors were
neutral, the lighting is softened, acoustics were set to eliminate
jarring noses that might trigger trauma, and there is community
space with access to the outside and substantial natural light
throughout the residences.
        Nadine Maleh, senior advisor with Community Solutions,
stated that the Sorg team was chosen because they had the best
approach to create an ideal environment to age in place. Their
design choices were based in the belief that the best environment
can replace the things that people take for granted but have been
lost, and can fill the gaps to create truly supportive housing.  
        Maleh served as a consultant on the project and shared her
expertise on sustainable development, community-engaged design,
and alternative housing models for vulnerable populations. She 
is pleased with the way that the residents are gravitating to the
common areas, including a large patio where they may enjoy fresh
air and sunshine. The interior common spaces are used frequently
and the windows not only admit an abundance of natural light,
but also create a greater visual connection between indoors and
outdoors. Individual living units are small, for certain, but the 
residents indicate that the spaces are completely appropriate for
their needs. 
        Affordability was obviously a major challenge because of the
high rents commanded in the neighborhood. The design team
reduced expenses in part by minimizing wasted corridors and

The new building and the adjacent historic church.

One of the common rooms.
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Reception area.
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other unusable spaces. On the façades, rather than using
an expensive glass curtain wall, they specified a less
costly “window wall” system, which is partially 
pre-assembled in a factory setting. They also reduced
the materials budget simply by using exposed fasteners
on the corrugated metal of the building skin. With an
eye toward long-term operating costs, they insisted 
on durable materials and furnishings. The project
embodies numerous sustainable, health-conscious, 
and resilient measures. 
        The veteran residents are primarily from the Vietnam
War era, and many are physically or psychologically 
challenged. To that end, the Sorg team made sure to deliver
a space that conjured a sense of security, comfort, and
safety. The result is greater independence and spirit of
connectivity among the residents. Something as simple 
as admiring a sunset while gazing at the U.S. Capitol
building can have a valuable healing effect.

        To help residents keep in contact with family and
friends, as well as take care of life basics like getting a
bank account established, there is a computer lab on 
the first floor. The computer equipment and classroom
furniture were all donated by Sorg’s family foundation.
        All projects have their lessons for architects, and
Sorg herself summed up the greatest realization: You
always need to remember the training you received in
school—the often forgotten or ignored keep-it-simple
principle. The Ker Conway Residence is a study in how
systems thinking can result in a supportive environment
that provides a much-needed affordable option for the
less fortunate—military veterans no less—and be a space
that very simply improves the quality of residents’ lives
along the way.
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Individual unit interior.
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Converting older buildings to new uses can help cities correct past
urban planning mistakes and keep pace with shifting living and
working patterns. Long known as adaptive reuse, but now simply
called adaptive use (the “re” is considered redundant), converting
an existing building is sometimes more cost-effective than building
a completely new one, and can support sustainability goals by
leveraging the energy and resources embedded in the bones of 
the older building.
        Adaptive use projects have been common in the Washington
area for decades, including some that turned nonresidential buildings
such as schools and commercial structures into hotels, condominium
and rental apartment buildings, transitional housing, and single-
family residences. Over the years, some of these conversions have
been covered in these pages—see for example, the House of
Lebanon (Summer 2016 issue of ARCHITECTUREDC) or the Parker
Flats at Gage School (Spring 2009 issue).
        The two adaptive use projects featured here—the Leo and Lex
apartment buildings in Southwest Washington, and the e-lofts
building in Alexandria—converted office towers into buildings
with living units. In doing so, they addressed two current local
real estate problems: an excess of office space and a shortage of
housing. The two projects differ, however, in their conversion
approaches and the types of residences they created.

Leo and Lex at Waterfront Station
The Leo and Lex at Waterfront Station, designed by Wiencek +
Associates (W+A),working with RD Jones & Associates on
aspects of the interior design, converted a pair of early-1970s office
towers into luxury apartment buildings. The towers were originally
designed by Chloethiel Woodard Smith (1910-1992), a prominent
Washington-area architect and urban planner who at one point ran
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Convertible Living
Adapting Commercial Buildings 
into Apartments and Live/Work Units  
by Ronald O’Rourke

Convertible Living

View of the SkyHouse, now known as the 
Leo and Lex at Waterfront Station.
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Views of one of the existing buildings 
before renovation.

Photo © EricTaylorPhoto.com

Courtesy of Wiencek + Associates Architects + Planners
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the country’s largest woman-owned architecture firm. When
originally completed in 1972, the towers flanked Waterside Mall, a
key component of the Southwest Washington urban renewal effort
of the 1960s and ’70s.
        Like other buildings of the time, and similar to buildings in
nearby L’Enfant Plaza, the two towers were elevated on pedestals and
composed of strong planes of pure gray concrete, with bronze-tinted
reflective-glass windows, giving them a fortress-like appearance,
particularly in terms of how they met the street. Somewhat ironically,
given what has now happened to them, they were originally
envisioned as including some residential space, but were instead
completed as pure office buildings.
        The Waterside Mall never flourished, and was eventually
demolished and replaced by a pair of new mixed-use office and
retail buildings designed by Shalom Baranes Associates (SBA). The
two new SBA-designed buildings sit on either side of a reopened
stretch of 4th Street, SW, breaking up a superblock that was created
for the mall, and form the core of a new town center called
Waterfront Station that was master planned by SBA. The project
was covered in the Fall 2010 issue of ARCHITECTUREDC.
        The two office towers originally fared better than the mall,
becoming home to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Eventually, however, the EPA moved out, and the towers, which
were no longer competitive against local Class A office buildings,
became vacant.
        With a new town center core in place, the Waterfront Metro
station only steps away, prices on vacant office buildings dropping,
and young adults flooding into Washington, the conversion of the
two vacant towers into luxury apartments suddenly made sense.

Developers Urban Atlantic and the JBG Companies engaged W+A
to design the conversion. Renovation work on the buildings began
in 2012. The 266-unit east tower was delivered in late 2013, and the
264-unit west tower was delivered in late 2014. Originally called
Sky House East and West, they were rebranded in 2015 as the Leo
and Lex at Waterfront Station following their sale to the Bernstein
Management Corporation.
        In designing the conversion, W+A faced three principal 
challenges. One was to make the buildings’ exteriors look more
residential overall, and more engaging at street level in particular,
while keeping renovation costs under control. The resulting exterior
design employs an off-white base tone with light- and medium-
gray accents, punctuated by aluminum-framed windows that offer
some transparency. The scheme makes the buildings more inviting—
and also more compatible with the color tones and window 
patterns of the new SBA-designed mixed-use buildings that they
effectively bookend.
        “A hierarchy of horizontal banding breaks down the building
scale and creates a tripartite façade,” said Michael A. Wiencek, Jr.,
FAIA, NCARB, USGBC, LEED AP BD+C, president of W+A.
“Multiple shades of blue-and gray-tinted glazing modulate the
building, further emphasizing the horizontal while also creating
vertical divisions as defined by colored glass and metal panels.”
        In designing the exterior, Wiencek continued, “we originally
looked at a curtain wall system, to be in keeping with the original
master plan/PUD [Planned Unit Development] documents prepared
by [SBA] for the entire development. We found that we could 
produce the same appearance using a standard window system
that was rated for the height and wind load. This change saved
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Representative interior of a unit 
at the Leo and Lex.

Photo © EricTaylorPhoto.com
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Project: Leo/Lex at Waterfront Station,
1150/1151 4th Street, SW, Washington, DC

Design Architects: Wiencek + Associates Architects + Planners
Master Planners/Architects for Planned Unit Development: Shalom
Baranes Associates
Interior Designers: RD Jones
Landscape Architects: LandDesign
Structural Engineers: ReStl Designers, Inc.
MEP Engineers: Setty & Associates
Civil Engineers: Bowman Consulting
Lighting Consultants: C.M. Kling & Associates, Inc.
Sustainability Consultants: Sustainable Building Partners
Contractor: Hamel Builders

Inboard bedroom with window admitting light
through the living space.

Photo © EricTaylorPhoto.com
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approximately $7 million on each building. We worked with the
window manufacturer and another sash manufacturer to modify the
standard window system so that the operable sashes are invisible—
you don't see a thicker internal sash at the operable windows. This
provided a clean curtain wall look that was very desirable.”
        A second challenge was to use the buildings’ floorplates fully.
Residential towers typically are no more than about 65 feet deep—
a dimension that permits a hallway running down the middle,
with living units on either side whose interior spaces are no more
than about 27 feet from exterior windows. The floor plates of the
two towers, however, are 86 feet deep for the most part, creating a
lot of interior space that was practical for open-plan offices, but
much harder to use for residential purposes.
        “The width of the building didn’t lend itself to traditional unit
layouts” Wiencek said. As a result, “we incorporated narrow, deep
units with interior bedrooms, which we had previously explored.
These units would not have been allowed years ago, when every
bedroom had to have natural light and ventilation. However, recent
code changes in some jurisdictions have allowed inboard bedrooms.”
        The interior bedrooms feature clerestory windows that admit
some natural light while maintaining a degree of privacy appropriate
for a bedroom. “While not required, we always use a transom
between the first bedroom and the fully glazed
living/dining/kitchen area,” Wiencek said. “At the Leo and Lex,
we also used light shelves in conjunction with the transoms to
reflect more natural light into the bedroom. This also allows one to
see the ceiling area of the adjacent bedroom or living room space,
making all those rooms read larger. The units at the Leo and Lex
are all very tight, but they read very open.”
        Incorporating the long units with interior bedrooms made a
big difference. “I was told by the owner that an earlier design for
these buildings by another firm only achieved about half the 
number of units that we did, as they looked only at conventional
units, leaving a large central common space in the middle of each
floor, which would have been very awkward,” Wiencek said. “So
the project would likely have been financially infeasible without
this concept. Management liked the resulting variety of unit types,
as it allows them to meet the desires of all types of potential
renters. We find that the long units with interior bedrooms are the
first to rent, as they feel very urban and loft-like.”
        A third challenge was to renovate the buildings without cutting
the post-tensioning cables in their concrete structural frames.
Ground-penetrating radar scans of the concrete slabs indicated
that wholesale cutting would be impossible, leading the architects
to modify their plans and ultimately requiring hand-chipping of

the concrete. “The original design included back-flush toilets and
back-draining tubs to allow penetrations to occur in specific shafts,”
said Wiencek. “These were eliminated during value engineering,
unfortunately, and cost the project time and, I believe, money in
the long run.”
        The buildings’ rooftop lap pools were added in the renovation
and consequently sit on top of the roof plane. To keep them from
looking like backyard wading pools, W+A encased them in raised
wooden decks that provide a transition from the roof plane to the
pool edge while creating sunning spots and articulating the roof
deck area.
        Perhaps fittingly for a building once occupied by the EPA, the
Leo and Lex achieved LEED Gold certification for their sustainable-
design features. In addition, 20% of the buildings’ units are set
aside as affordable units for households earning up to 50% of the
area’s median income.
        “DC’s inclusionary zoning required 8% affordable units,”
Wiencek said. “Forest City, the original master developer of the
parcels, and DC placed a requirement of 20% on these buildings
during the PUD process. The higher percentage actually played to
the missions of both Urban Atlantic and our firm, as we are both
very active in advocating for the creation of more affordable units
in the city.”
        At other mixed-income projects that W+A has done, he 
continued, “we see both the affordable and market-rate residents
benefiting greatly. Young millennials act as mentors to affordable
residents, and benefit greatly from understanding that everyone in
the building has something positive to offer. Mixed-income buildings,
I believe, are much less insular, with more resident interaction and
involvement than you see in many non-diverse buildings.”
        W+A, Wiencek said, “wants to see not just economic diversity
being encouraged, but also diversity of culture, race, age, families,
sexual orientation, etc., as we believe this is a key to greater 
success and understanding for everyone. That may sound like pie
in the sky, but I lived through the turmoil of the 60s, with parents
who were very involved in social justice, and the gentrification and
displacement of disadvantaged populations that is so prevalent in
our cities today could lead us back to similar turmoil. The reuse of
office buildings, in an environment that encourages them to be
developed as mixed-income/diversity multi-family projects,
brings opportunity to people who are currently being excluded
from the downtown areas. With the right encouragement, it’s
almost like planting anti-gentrification seeds in our downtowns.”
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Roof deck at the Leo and the Lex.

Photo © EricTaylorPhoto.com
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e-lofts in Alexandria
Washington isn’t the only local jurisdiction facing a problem
of vacant office buildings—as of mid-2016, about 150
buildings in Northern Virginia had vacancies of at least
50,000 square feet each. Searching for ways to make better
use of these buildings, two local developers—Conrad
Cafritz, the chairman and chief executive of Cafritz
Interests, and Robert Seldin, CEO of Novus Residences, 
a subsidiary of Cafritz Interests—decided to convert a
vacant office building in Alexandria into a new kind of live/
work structure, dubbed e-lofts, that consists of flexible-use
units that can be furnished and used as either apartment
residences, office spaces, or combination live/work
spaces, as renters may desire. 
        The 12-story building, located at 4501 Ford Avenue,
near Shirlington and the King Street exit off Interstate
395, is a glass-box office building originally built in 1987.
A persistently soft market for office space had kept it
vacant since 2008.
        To design the conversion, Cafritz engaged Lord
Aeck Sargent (LAS), an Atlanta-based architecture and
design firm with five other U.S. locations, including a
Washington-area office at Tysons Corner, and Gensler, an
architecture, design, planning and consulting firm with
45 locations in the United States and other countries,
including an office in downtown Washington.
        “Lord Aeck Sargent has specialized in renovating
and converting buildings since our firm was founded
more than 70 years ago,” said Warren L. Williams, AIA,
director of LAS’s DC office and the principal in charge of
the e-lofts project. “However, as far as we know, e-lofts is
a completely new concept and the first of its kind.”
        In contrast to the Leo and Lex project, the conversion
of Ford Avenue building left the building’s exterior
unchanged. “The existing commercial building didn’t
have operable windows, which isn’t a big deal if the user
is a business,” said Joanna Ha Yean Shin, a designer at
Gensler who was involved throughout the project. “But
in order to be conscious of the intended new residents,
we collaborated early in the project with the client and
the mechanical team to introduce greater fresh air intake
that is then pumped throughout the building.”
        On the inside, only the building’s stairs, common-use
bathrooms, and elevator banks were retained. Snaking
the new plumbing lines that were needed to support 200
units with kitchens and bathrooms around steel reinforcing
bars and tensioned cables in the concrete slabs was a major
challenge. Ground-penetrating radar technology helped
find safe locations for drilling more than 3,400 holes.
        The building now includes a mix of one- and two-
bedroom units ranging in size from 632 square feet to
1,150 square feet. They are designed to appeal to childless
couples, people who work at home, and small businesses.
(Research showed that about three-quarters of U.S.
businesses have 10 or fewer people and can be housed in
about 1,000 square feet.) Raw concrete ceilings and
structural columns and exposed overhead air conduits
give the units an industrial loft feel.
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Project: e-lofts,
4501 Ford Avenue, Alexandria, VA

Architects: Lord, Aeck & Sargent, Inc.
Interior Designers/Visioning: Gensler
Corridor Designers: Carlyn and Company Interiors + Design
Landscape Architects: Landworks Studio
Structural Engineers: Ellinwood + Machado
Mechanical/Plumbing Engineers: Hurst Engineers
Electrical Engineers: Cherry Lane
Civil Engineers: VIKA
Fire Protection Consultants: Freedom Fire Protection
Contractor: Paradigm Contractors

Exterior of the building that now contains 
e-lofts in Alexandria.

Photo © David Madison Photography
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        The units’ living/dining spaces can alternatively be
furnished as open-office seating, while their bedrooms can
instead be used as private offices and conference rooms.
The units have phone, data, and cable connections every
12 feet, and walk-in closets fitted with shelves and
additional phone and data outlets, so that they can be
used to house computer servers, printers, copiers, and
fax machines. Bathrooms are equipped with dual sinks
so that they can function more like office bathrooms, and
doors to bedrooms incorporate frosted-glass panels so
that some daylight can reach employees in private offices
and conference rooms.
        “The [dual-sink bathrooms] are designed to be great
spaces for couples who live there, while also providing an
added value in an office setting,” Williams said.
“Additionally, the density of power outlets is comple-
mented with data outlets supported by a fiber optic feed
to each unit. This is a unique design feature that most
office buildings don’t provide.”
        Each unit “is metered individually so that residents
and tenants can have individual ownership over their
uses,” Shin said. “Every room in the project, whether it is
an amenity room or the bathroom, had to be fit for either
residential use or commercial use. Programmatically and in
code compliance, the rooms were designed to be adaptable
and divisible between different users and programs.”
         The building’s shared spaces were designed to support
both residential occupants and office workers, and
include a large lobby/event space, media presentation
rooms, and four conference rooms equipped with glass
whiteboards and collaboration tables. “Our team had to
take a deep dive into imagining how residents and tenants
would interact,” Shin said. “It allowed us to approach
amenity spaces in a whole new way by providing spaces
that were always fit for two types of uses. Beyond a typical
residential lounge where you may feel like you are
intruding on someone’s space if the room is preoccupied,
e-lofts spaces are designed to introduce conversation
with other neighbors and professionals.”
        Adapting an existing building with a variety of unit
types, Williams said, created a challenge. “Where units
were similar in design, but differing in square footage
size, we incorporated design features that added value to
the larger units. In a perfect scenario, we would design
as few unit types as the design of the existing building
would allow.”
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Interior of the building before conversion.

Flexible conference space at e-lofts.

Social kitchen space.

Courtesy of Lord, Aeck & Sargent
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Loft live/work unit.

Photo © David Madison Photography

Photo © David Madison PhotographyPhoto © David Madison Photography
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        The building’s renters, he added, “never have to
worry about parking for visitors. Since parking for the
building was designed for business, there is more than
ample parking for residential use. Hosting large parties
for friends and family is therefore easier than in most
urban living communities.”
        The e-lofts project was completed last December. If it
proves successful, Cafritz intends to expand the concept to
50 to 100 buildings across the country. “Since its completion,”
Shin said, “e-lofts has sparked a lot of interest in the
industry to kick off more types of these projects.”
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Loft live/work unit. Photo © David Madison Photography

Booths in the shared amenity space. Photo © David Madison Photography
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